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Preface

General David Goldfein, chief of staff of the U.S. Air Force (USAF), has made the development of airmen for senior joint billets one of his top leadership priorities, announcing a series of broad efforts designed to increase Air Force representation in the most-senior joint positions. This report starts from the premise that the Air Force’s first steps must be to identify which senior joint positions matter most and why, to understand how well the Air Force is represented in those positions, and to understand the extent to which the Air Force can actually control the factors that shape joint senior leader selection.

Our research findings indicate that the joint senior leader positions most widely viewed as critical are tied to strategymaking and warfighting. Among the most critical positions are chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff; vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff; combatant commands (particularly U.S. Central Command, U.S. Pacific Command, and U.S. European Command); joint task force commands; director of the Joint Staff; and the Joint Staff directors of the following three directorates: Operations (J3), Strategic Plans and Policy (J5), and Force Structure, Resources, and Assessment (J8). Further data analysis reveals that airmen are underrepresented in many of these key positions.

The USAF may be less competitive for senior joint positions for both subjective and objective reasons. Most notably, from a subjective perspective, interviewees perceived that the Air Force may have a cultural tendency to focus on grooming its rated force for top positions inside the service rather than systematically cultivating qualified officers for joint assignments. Objective considerations that may be reducing competitiveness include a potential shortfall in the quality of joint experience in terms of both Washington staff work and cross-domain exposure, a lack of joint experience early in airmen’s careers, a lack of focus on strategic-level education focused on interagency cooperation and geographic expertise, and an inadequate organizational structure to support the establishment of joint task forces.

To adopt meaningful reforms that address these shortfalls, the USAF should consider whether it is willing to undertake a fundamental cultural transformation by taking on reforms that will effectively elevate the importance of senior joint command over senior Air Force command. Such reforms will require the Air Force to (1) openly examine and acknowledge its values and priorities in regard to senior leader development and (2) use those values and priorities as a basis for making conscious decisions about where to invest time and resources in joint senior leader development while acknowledging where corresponding trade-offs must be made.
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management. Russell Frasz (AF/A1D) and Brig Gen Brian Killough (AF/A5S) and their staffs also were generous with their time and provided valuable insights on the Air Force’s current and planned efforts to address the development of “jointness” within the Air Force. Finally, we would like to thank our reviewers, Paula Thornhill and Robert Elder, for their helpful and insightful feedback and recommendations.
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<tr>
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<tr>
<td>DJ5</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ8</td>
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<tr>
<td>DJS</td>
<td>director of the Joint Staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoD</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRE</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>GNA</td>
<td>Goldwater-Nichols Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GNO</td>
<td>Global Network Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JCS</td>
<td>Joint Chiefs of Staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIATF</td>
<td>Joint Interagency Task Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSOC</td>
<td>Joint Special Operations Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JTF</td>
<td>joint task force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDOCs</td>
<td>Multi-Domain Operations Centers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAFs</td>
<td>numbered air forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSD</td>
<td>Office of the Secretary of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAF</td>
<td>RAND Project AIR FORCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC</td>
<td>Strategic Air Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOJTF-A</td>
<td>Special Operation Joint Task Force—Afghanistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAF</td>
<td>U.S. Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAFRICOM</td>
<td>U.S. Africa Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USCENTCOM</td>
<td>U.S. Central Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agency</td>
<td>Full Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USEUCOM</td>
<td>U.S. European Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USNORTHCOM</td>
<td>U.S. Northern Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USPACOM</td>
<td>U.S. Pacific Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USSOCOM</td>
<td>U.S. Special Operations Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USSOUTHCOM</td>
<td>U.S. Southern Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USSTRATCOM</td>
<td>U.S. Strategic Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USTRANSCOM</td>
<td>U.S. Transportation Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCJCS</td>
<td>vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Introduction

In his position as chief of staff of the U.S. Air Force (CSAF), Gen David L. Goldfein has identified the development of airmen for senior joint billets as one of his top priorities. In a September 20, 2016, speech, the chief argued that the Air Force, now more than ever, needs to be ready to stand up leaders and teams optimized for joint operations because airpower is poised to play a central role in all five of the main challenges confronting the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) in China, Russia, Iran, North Korea, and violent extremist organizations. To this end, General Goldfein has called for airmen to gain proficiency in joint warfare earlier in their careers so they can better contribute to campaign-level planning and for the Air Force to develop a core joint task force (JTF) staff that is ready to lead campaigns on short notice.

General Goldfein is not alone in his desire to cultivate officers for the highest levels of joint command. Competition for the top joint positions is intense, owing to a military-wide recognition of a dramatic shift in power dynamics that began 30 years ago with the passage of the Goldwater-Nichols Act (GNA). Since the law was enacted in 1986, joint positions have subsumed a significant amount of authority historically reserved for the services. Under the law, the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS) became the principal military adviser to the President and the Secretary of Defense. Previously, the service chiefs each had a direct line to these command authorities. The law also empowered the combatant commands—which have been joint entities since 1946—in two ways that solidified their supremacy over the formerly dominant military services. First, the law gave the combatant commanders direct access to the Secretary of Defense but did not grant that privilege to the service chiefs. Second, the law empowered the combatant commands to conduct current operations—a change that, in practice,

---

7 Goldwater-Nichols Act of 1986, Title II, Section 162.
allowed them to become the fulcrums of warfighting, while the services were relegated to the role of force providers.\(^8\)

As a result of these changes, each service views representation in the most-senior joint positions as one measure of its continued relevance, celebrating when it captures a key position and sounding alarms if it perceives an inequity.\(^9\) In the U.S. Air Force (USAF), the professional literature reflects a particularly keen sensitivity to airmen’s representation in senior joint billets. Airpower historians Philip Meilinger and Rebecca Grant, as well as retired Air Force Lt Gen David Deptula, have publicly expressed their concern that Air Force generals are “rare birds” in the most-senior joint positions and have each suggested that this constitutes a serious problem for U.S. national security that needs to be addressed.\(^10\)

In 2009, senior Air Force leaders took up the issue, asking RAND to conduct an analysis of whether the USAF was actually underrepresented in the joint arena. That report found that between 2004 and 2008, Air Force officers were scarce in senior joint “warfighting” billets, including the combatant commands, as well as Joint Staff positions, including the J3 (Operations), J5 (Strategic Plans and Policy), and J8 (Force Structure, Resources, and Assessment) billets.\(^11\) USAF representation in senior “non-warfighting” joint positions also declined during the same time period. Airmen competed poorly for these jobs, the study found, because they had insufficient joint warfighting experience by the time they were selected for brigadier general.\(^12\) Another RAND study found that of the 90 JTF headquarters constituted

---

8 Locher, 2001, p. 107; Watson, 2011, p. 18; also see Thornhill, 2016, p. 4, especially the Tommie Franks example.


One oft-cited but misleading statistic in this literature, first cited by historian Phillip Meilinger, is that airmen served as theater commanders, heading JTF-like units, only four out of 110 times between World War II and 2008. But, given that the importance of joint capabilities is viewed as so much greater in the post-GNA environment than it was prior to the law, it may not be particularly helpful to consider USAF representation in the joint community prior to the GNA’s enactment. See Meilinger, 2007.


between 1990 and 2008, the USAF formed the core of only 15 (17 percent), joining the other
services to trail far behind the Army, which constituted the core of 47 JTFs (52 percent).\textsuperscript{13}

As a practical matter, these concerns and findings support General Goldfein’s interest in
improving joint leader development. But viewed in a broader context, it is not immediately clear
that the USAF’s underrepresentation in the joint community, if it is still even statistically
remarkable today, is a strategically significant problem—or one that the USAF alone can fix.

This report takes a top-down approach to help the USAF think through these broader
strategic issues as it pursues its own bottom-up initiatives to reform joint leader development and
JTF organization. Its purpose is to help the USAF consider which specific joint positions it
should value the most and why; how well it is represented in those positions; and to what extent
it can improve airmen’s representation in those positions, given the wide array of variables that
factor into the joint senior leader selection process. To be sure, there are some obvious things the
USAF can do to better groom airmen for senior joint billets, such as General Goldfein’s proposal
to offer more opportunities to serve in joint positions earlier in airmen’s careers. But whether
even these changes are worth the time and effort requires a serious consideration of exactly what
the USAF ultimately hopes to achieve by increasing its senior joint representation and
contributions to JTFs. Does the USAF believe that the nation suffers when airmen are not at least
equally represented in senior joint billets? If so, which billets most critically need the USAF’s
input? What would the USAF be willing to give up to assume greater representation in these
positions? The USAF would likely benefit from considering each of these questions as part of a
broader conversation about the rationale for making joint leader development a top priority
before it exerts considerable time and resources toward reform of its joint senior leader
development efforts.

Our findings suggest a consensus among senior military officers and DoD civilians (retired
and active duty) that the USAF can best serve the nation if it targets a very specific set of senior
joint jobs that play significant roles in strategymaking and warfighting. These current and former
senior officials are more divided over whether it makes sense for the USAF to put a premium on
JTF leadership, given the practical limitations of the USAF’s existing organizational structure.
Regardless, our data analysis suggests that the USAF has reason to worry about its representation
in the joint positions if it agrees with interviewees’ views regarding the positions that are most
critical to the nation’s warfighting apparatus. We found that the service is underrepresented in a
range of positions that interviewees identified as key for strategymaking and warfighting (CJCS,
director of the Joint Staff [DJS], director of Operations [DJ3], director of Strategic Plans and
Policy [DJ5], and certain geographic combatant commander posts) and that the service has led
only a handful of JTFs between 2005 and 2016.

\textsuperscript{13} Michael Spirtas, Thomas-Durell Young, and S. Rebecca Zimmerman. \textit{What It Takes: Air Force Command of
That said, the USAF’s prospects for improving its competitiveness for senior joint positions are limited by three considerations. First, the senior joint jobs that are most important for the nation change over time, to some extent, as the strategic environment evolves. Second, a wide variety of external factors beyond the USAF’s control impinge on the decisionmaking process that surrounds senior joint leadership selection. Third, to the extent that the USAF can influence its competitiveness for the most-critical senior joint billets, there is a broader question that the USAF needs to consider about whether the Air Force is willing to take on some risk in the development of its officers for senior Air Force positions in order to support enhanced joint senior leader development.

Study Methodology, Limitations, and Framework

This report draws on the existing literature on joint leadership, current data on USAF representation in senior joint positions and JTFs, and project team interviews with active-duty and retired USAF general officers, retired U.S. Army and U.S. Navy general officers, and retired Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) civilians who were involved in the senior joint leader selection process. The discussion that follows contains references to the interviews, and, unless otherwise indicated, all quotations come from these interviews.

This report aims to spur a broader debate within the USAF regarding its goals for joint senior leader development and to offer broad recommendations for reforming the joint senior leader development process. It describes how various sources view the relative importance of senior joint positions and examines the USAF’s representation in those positions. However, it does not make any judgments about which specific positions would most immediately benefit from increased Air Force representation, nor does it speculate on whether joint senior leader reforms would be worth the inevitable costs. The report also stops short of identifying specific actions the Air Force should take to increase its competitiveness for any particular senior joint position. Instead, our main goal is to help the Air Force think through what it hopes to achieve by reforming joint senior leader development and what trade-offs might be required. Once those decisions are made, further qualitative and quantitative analysis could be done to determine the career and education pathways that would increase the competitiveness of Air Force officers for the USAF’s top priority joint senior positions.

The report proceeds as follows. Chapter 2 discusses how the GNA and/or changes in the international environment dramatically boosted the power and, therefore, the influence of three categories of joint positions: Joint Staff positions, combatant command positions, and JTF positions. Chapter 3 discusses how sources inside and outside the USAF rank the relative importance of senior joint positions and their rationale for these views, as well as these sources’ views on whether the USAF should worry about competing for these positions. Chapter 3 also analyzes some basic data on USAF representation in the senior joint billets that matter most in the eyes of our interviewees. Chapter 4 turns to a discussion of the relative roles of the USAF...
and senior Pentagon leaders in the selection of joint senior leaders and discusses a variety of subjective and objective factors that shape both the USAF’s competitiveness for senior leader selection and the senior leader selection process itself. Finally, Chapter 5 reviews findings and offers some broad recommendations for USAF leaders considering senior joint leader development reforms.
Joint positions have not always been important to the military services. In fact, the services railed against “jointness” in the four decades between the World War II–era establishment of the JCS and the unified commands and the 1986 passage of the GNA. Although Western militaries largely recognized unity of command as a virtue long before World War II, the services were hardly comfortable embracing it, for fear that centralized control would encroach on their basic roles and functions. As a result of this “service-first” approach, the services and their backers in Congress effectively strived to keep joint institutions weak and to preserve a balance of power that favored the services prior to GNA reform.

The advisory role of the JCS was minimal, as the law focused on a consensus approach that took into account all JCS views, leading to watered-down, late, and irrelevant advice to the President and Secretary of Defense. The combatant commands held that status in name only. The four-star combatant commander, theoretically in charge of operations in his or her area of responsibility, did not have meaningful authority over the subordinate commanders, who, in practice, took orders from their own services rather than the combatant commander.

As the administrative and operational shortcomings of the existing service-centric military organization became increasingly apparent, finally a service insider called for reform. USAF Gen David C. Jones, the CJCS, told a congressional panel in 1982 that service influence was so great, it would take outside pressure from Congress to achieve meaningful reform. Over the next four years, lawmakers debated changes that ultimately led to the GNA. The law, signed by President Ronald Reagan on October 1, 1986, set the Pentagon on a course to reverse its service-dominant culture. It emphasized interservice cooperation at every level and across a broad swathe of military activity, a concept that became known as “jointness.” Unity of command was no

---


16 Locher, 2001, pp. 103–104.


longer just an ideal; it was actually reflected in law and in the U.S. military’s streamlined command structure. In contrast with the past, the services’ instincts toward self-preservation were now held in check by a joint community empowered by GNA. In particular, the law both directly and indirectly enhanced the prestige and power of the CJCS, the Joint Staff, and the combatant commands.

The CJCS and Joint Staff, Empowered

The GNA designates the CJCS as the principal adviser to both the President and the Secretary of Defense. Under the GNA mandate, the CJCS can now provide a military-wide perspective. The law also gives the CJCS the authority to provide strategic direction and conduct strategic planning and contingency planning; to provide advice on requirements, programs, and budget; to formulate doctrine, training, and education, and to make recommendations on roles and missions. Although the CJCS is outside the chain of command (which runs directly from the President to the Secretary of Defense to the combatant commanders), the GNA empowers the CJCS to translate the commander-in-chief’s intent into operational orders for combatant commands and to serve as a spokesman on behalf of the combatant commands to the national command authority. In sum, the CJCS can now heavily influence both strategic and operational planning because of direct access to the President and Secretary of Defense, as well as the combatant commanders, in contrast with the limited access of the service chiefs.

The GNA also grants the CJCS a vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (VCJCS), and authority over a Joint Staff of civilian and military personnel. Prior to GNA, the Joint Staff supported the work of all four service chiefs and the chairman. The GNA also enhances the prestige of the Joint Staff relative to the service staffs, thanks to a provision requiring joint experience for the most-senior general and flag officer appointments. In the years since the GNA was enacted, the influence of the Joint Staff has grown commensurate with its size. The Joint Staff has ballooned from 1,262 positions in fiscal year 2005 to a total of 2,599 positions in fiscal year 2013 (Joint Staff officials say that the increase is the result of the realignment of duties following the closure of Joint Forces Command). Because of the size and competency of

---

22 JP-1, p. III-4, and Goldwater-Nichols Act, Title II, Sec. 163.
24 Rearden, 2011, p. 454.
this highly professional staff, it has a unique capacity to frame choices in interagency discussions.26

Strategy, Foreign Policy, and Warfighting: The Role of the Combatant Commands Under the GNA

The GNA also dramatically enhances the influence, authority, and prestige of the unified combatant commands, to varying degrees. Today there are nine combatant commands. Six of them are considered “geographic commands” because they cover a specific area of responsibility in the world. They include U.S. European Command (USEUCOM), U.S. Pacific Command (USPACOM), U.S. Southern Command (USSOUTHCOM), U.S. Central Command (USCENTCOM), U.S. Northern Command (USNORTHCOM), and U.S. Africa Command (USAFRICOM). There are also three functional commands, including U.S. Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM), U.S. Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM), and U.S. Special Operations Command (USSOCOM), although the last command is better thought of as a hybrid, a concept discussed in more detail at the end of this chapter.

Combatant commands wield increasing influence on U.S. strategy and foreign policy both because of the GNA and because of changes in the international environment. Under the GNA, all combatant commanders now enjoy a direct line to the civilian leadership, allowing them to shape strategy more directly. But because of shifts in the strategic context since the end of the Cold War, geographic combatant commanders (as opposed to functional ones) have enjoyed a particularly broad expansion of their influence on strategymaking. The Cold War–era focus on a global warfighting scenario has given way to a regional focus tailored to the unique challenges presented by a multi-polar world. Geographic combatant commanders are therefore now in a unique position to use their regional expertise to shape strategy.27 One example involves the near-closure of USCENTCOM in 1989. ADM William Crowe, the CJCS, prepared recommendations on national security strategy for Congress that omitted the Middle East. Worried about the fate of his command, U.S. Army GEN Norman Schwarzkopf came up with a new mission to save the command from becoming a backwater: checking Iraqi aggression against weaker states. With direct support from Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney, General Schwarzkopf effectively advocated to add the Middle East back into the national strategy.28

Because of their enhanced regional influence, combatant commanders can now shape not only strategic ends, but also ways and means—for better or worse. U.S. Army generals, for example, ran USCENTCOM from July 2003 to March 2007. While civilian leaders certainly shaped outcomes in Iraq, the Army’s cultural preference for conventional combat also profoundly influenced the strategic environment. As a result of their continued doctrinal focus on winning big conventional wars, Army leadership was slow to develop plans for Phase IV postcombat operations and failed to release a counterinsurgency manual until 2008. Similarly, while the Bush administration drew criticism for not immediately buying up-armored Humvees, the Army’s own budget did not request those items, focusing instead on “big-ticket” purchases until the threat from improvised explosive devices could not be ignored.

Geographic combatant commanders’ enhanced regional influence also has allowed them to embrace a broader foreign policy portfolio. The responsibility for military engagement within a geographic combatant commander’s theater has expanded to other traditionally civilian spheres, particularly as the State Department’s budget has shrunk. The commander’s “military diplomacy” role, which increased after the Cold War and accelerated after the September 11, 2001, attacks, includes the development of regional engagement strategies; efforts to build capacity in other countries; strategic information; and the disbursement of humanitarian, development, and security assistance. Some authors have warned that geographic combatant commanders now have more influence than ambassadors and the State Department on foreign policy in their area of responsibility, particularly in the Pacific, Middle East, and Central Asia. One recent study, involving interviews with two dozen ambassadors, found that these worries were exaggerated, but that there was a “troubling gap” between ambassadors, who are still the formal representatives in a region, and the combatant commanders, who increasingly wield more resources and a regional engagement agenda.

In addition to expanding the geographic combatant commanders’ roles in strategymaking and foreign policy, the GNA also enhanced all the combatant commanders’ warfighting responsibilities. The GNA not only empowered combatant commanders to plan and oversee
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32 Owens, 2012, p. 76.
35 Murray, 2015, p. 3.
military operations, but it also allowed these combatant commanders to establish whatever command and control arrangements they deemed appropriate for warfighting activities. In practice, this means that the combatant commands often stay focused on regional strategy and turn to subordinate units to deal with pressing issues for a finite period of time. One of the options at a commander’s disposal is the creation of a JTF. The establishment of a JTF is a significant responsibility for the combatant commander. The decision to select an officer as a JTF commander is often a signal that he or she is destined for a fourth star, since the position offers valuable joint warfighting experience.

One clear pattern that emerges from this discussion is that two of the functional commands have experienced somewhat less growth in their influence over strategymaking, foreign policy, and warfighting. USSTRATCOM and USTRANSCOM are global, rather than regional, in nature, so they do not exert any particular influence on strategy or foreign policy in any one region of the world. And while functional commands can become the designated lead for military operations, they typically support the geographic combatant commander for regional military operations. To be sure, USSTRATCOM’s expanded authority for space and cyber operations could lead to growing influence in the future, particularly if threats in those mediums continue to proliferate. Pending proposals to create full combatant commands for cyber and space would also potentially shift power dynamics. But at least for now, strategymaking and warfighting responsibilities at USSTRATCOM and USTRANSCOM are undertaken mostly in support of combat operations under the responsibility of the geographic commands.

The one exception to the functional commands’ lower status is USSOCOM. In reality, USSCOM is a hybrid command, technically considered a functional command because of its global responsibilities but uniquely imbued with the authority to organize, train, and equip special operations forces across the service branches to serve under the geographic combatant commanders.36 USSOCOM’s strategymaking role is substantial. It has responsibility not only for special operations strategy, doctrine, and procedures, but it also serves as the lead combatant command for DoD planning against global terrorist networks.37 In terms of foreign policy, the command has the authority to train troops in most countries, providing a quiet but powerful way to build relationships with other countries, even if diplomatic ties are tenuous.38 Finally, in terms of warfighting, USSOCOM deploys forces in support of the geographic commands across the globe to conduct a spectrum of secret missions.39 With legal responsibilities for military

37 Feickert, 2013, p. 15.
39 Priest, 2003, p. 32–33.
operations, intelligence activities, and covert action, USSOCOM’s responsibilities also frequently overlap with those of the Central Intelligence Agency.\textsuperscript{40}

\textsuperscript{40} Thornhill, 2016, p. 4.
3. High-Value Targets: USAF Representation in the Senior Joint Positions That Matter Most

In the post-GNA world, the Joint Staff and the combatant commanders play critical roles. Bureaucratic politics tell us that military services, seeking to maximize their power and prestige, will seek to dominate important positions, or at least ensure equal representation. But not all joint positions are viewed equally. Through their own cultural lenses, each service evaluates these positions in terms of relative importance. Considerations may include the prestige, resources, or power associated with the position, as well as whether the service perceives that it can add value in the position, thereby maximizing its contribution to the joint fight. A service’s own views of the relative importance of a position gain further credibility if external actors—such as the other services and the senior civilian and military leaders responsible for joint selection—agree that the service’s representation is critical to maximize U.S. warfighting capacity. This section explores whether there is any consensus between USAF and non-USAF sources about which senior joint positions matter most and whether the USAF’s representation in these positions should be a primary USAF concern. It draws on interviews conducted with current and former senior civilian and uniformed officials who have been involved in the joint senior leader selection process.

Which Joint Positions Matter the Most?

Among interviewees inside and outside the USAF and in the existing literature, a consensus emerged that senior joint positions that involve strategymaking and warfighting are the most critical. A commonly shared view among the interviewees is that these positions are most important because they give the services the greatest opportunity to contribute to the defense of the nation. None of the interviewees mentioned material considerations, such as prestige, power, and resources, as primary factors in assessing the relative importance of senior joint positions, although they noted that these factors are often also present in the positions associated with strategymaking and warfighting.

Because of their influential leadership roles in strategymaking and warfighting, Joint Staff jobs, most specifically the CJCS, VCJCS, DJS, DJ3, and DJ5, and, to a lesser extent, the director of Force Structure, Resources, and Assessment [DJ8], are perennially important, according to interviewees. They further noted that the DJS, DJ3, and DJ5 are critical Joint Staff jobs not just in their own rights, but also because they are perceived as “upwardly mobile”—in other words,

“grooming grounds” for the most influential positions of CJCS, VCJCS, and combatant commander.

Not surprisingly, given their growing authority discussed in the last chapter, the geographic commands were also cited by many sources as being particularly important senior joint posts. In today’s strategic context, many interviewees noted that the most important geographic commands are USCENTCOM, USEUCOM, and USPACOM because, as one retired Navy admiral involved in senior joint leader selection summed it up: “This is where the big wars happen; it’s where the political stakes are higher, and you have to have somebody with more experience under their belt.” However, several interviewees offered a major caveat: The importance of a given combatant command, geographic or functional, can change over time as the strategic environment shifts. For example, another retired Navy admiral involved in senior joint leader selection noted that USEUCOM was formerly a backwater, but that has changed with Russia’s recent resurgence in the region.

Sources also largely agreed that, relative to functional commands, the geographic commands are generally more important, but this conclusion is context-dependent. For example, a former Secretary of Defense and a retired U.S. Army general who were both involved in joint leader selection noted that, during wartime in the Middle East, command of USCENTCOM has been viewed as critical, but it is difficult to say that the functional commands are therefore less important—particularly USSTRATCOM, given its central role in strategic deterrence, which is once again a salient issue in the changing 21st-century security environment.

Active-duty and retired USAF officers were less nuanced in their view of the importance of geographic commands relative to functional ones. One retired four-star USAF officer with significant functional command and joint experience argued that geographic commands are definitely more important, based on his own experience and his observations of congressional interest in the geographic commands, as opposed to the functional ones. Another active-duty general officer involved in senior joint leader selection shared that view. The relative lack of discussion of functional commands in the professional and academic literature seems to reflect the same implicit judgment that geographic commands are more important, at least in today’s strategic context.42

Active-duty and retired USAF officers also agreed that JTF command and staff positions are important because of their lead operational roles. They argued that this has been the case since the enactment of GNA because JTFs are well understood to be important grooming positions for geographic combatant command. Two retired USAF generals noted that the most important JTFs for the USAF are those that are more air-centric than ground-centric (such as humanitarian relief
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missions that require delivery of goods over long distances) or combat operations with a significant air component (such as Combined Joint Task Force—Operation Inherent Resolve [CJTF-OIR]). The USAF must show an ability to lead those JTFs because the employment of strategic airpower is the USAF’s chief responsibility. But one of those retired USAF generals who had experience in both the joint and functional command communities noted that it is also important for the USAF to be able to lead in complex mission environments that are not just exclusively associated with the aviation element, such as ground-based combat environments.

Should the USAF Worry About Its Representation in the Most Important Senior Joint Positions?

Sources inside and outside the USAF widely agreed that the USAF should make senior joint leader selection for critical positions a key priority because (1) the nation’s warfighting capacity suffers if insufficient consideration is given to the air, space, and cyber realms at the most-senior levels of joint command, including the CJCS, VCJCS, and combatant commander positions, and (2) airmen are not likely to make it to the most-senior levels of joint command unless they serve in critical joint grooming positions within the Joint Staff or the combatant commands that are also important in their own right, such as the DJS, DJ3, or DJ5.

Geographic combatant commands are perceived as particularly important posts. “I’m always someone who believes you need a variety of views, and those three [USCENTCOM, USPACOM, and USEUCOM] are widely seen, and I think rightfully so, as the crown jewels in the military,” said one retired Navy admiral involved in senior joint leader selection. “If you are going to be seen as a crown jewel, then you want to be represented, and that hasn’t changed.” Another retired U.S. Army general involved in senior joint leader selection echoed that view, noting that the USAF cannot dominate geographic commands in every cycle, but if the service is notably absent from certain billets for a prolonged period of time, it needs to investigate why that is the case.

Sources also cautioned, however, that the selection process for the commander of a geographic command is highly political, particularly in the case of USPACOM, traditionally dominated by the Navy with support from Congress. Therefore, while the USAF should put forth its best candidates, it should do so with the expectation that politics—and, specifically, biases for or against particular services, discussed further below—are highly influential. “The USAF can’t worry about its geographic command reputation too much because there’s so much politics that go into these decisions,” said one active-duty general officer involved in senior joint leader selection. “The USAF should try to compete for USCENTCOM, but they can’t expect anything because the perception is that USCENTCOM is all about the ground fights.”
Airpower advocates and retired USAF officers echoed the concern that the airpower perspective is needed at the geographic commands, which are seen as nerve centers for warfighting. “It’s been hard to break the glass ceiling” at geographic commands like USCENTCOM, said one retired four-star USAF general with significant joint and functional command experience. “But it’s important because among that group of shooters, the air and cyberspace perspective needs to have sufficient advocacy when you’re devising military strategy for the country.” A retired three-star USAF general with significant joint experience echoed that sentiment, arguing: “The geographic combatant commander sets the strategic narrative. If they are all from the ground forces, all the options are going to be ground-based. This is bad for the joint force; it’s bad for the nation not to have a spectrum of perspectives at your combatant command.”

Three retired USAF generals with significant joint experience mentioned USPACOM as a geographic command that would most benefit from USAF leadership. No airman has ever led the command, yet the challenges in that theater lend themselves to airpower. Two retired generals noted that USPACOM may be largely water, but it is “100-percent air.” The retired USAF three-star general also mentioned USCENTCOM as another command that has never been led by an airman but could benefit from an airpower perspective, especially after 15 years of ground-focused conflict in that region led almost completely by ground-focused Army and Marine Corps generals.

Interviewees’ views were more mixed regarding USSOCOM, the hybrid command. When asked to discuss the relative importance of the various combatant commands, interviewees almost never mentioned USSOCOM. This is somewhat surprising, given the amount of strategymaking and warfighting responsibility of the command. The lone exception to the silence was a retired Air Force four-star general who said that USAF representation in the senior leadership of USSOCOM was a high priority, particularly within the subunified command known as Joint Special Operations Command (JSOC), which controls the special mission units of USSOCOM, such as the Army’s Delta Force, the Navy’s Sea, Air, and Land (SEAL) Team Six, and the USAF’s 24th Special Tactics Squadron. One reason for reticence on the topic, at least among USAF interviewees, could be that special operations is largely conceived of as a functional specialty within the Air Force. Special operators pursue stovepiped career tracks that look very different from the career tracks of officers currently being groomed for senior positions in the USAF or joint community.

Interviewees inside and outside the USAF said that the USAF should also be concerned about its representation in JTF commander and staff positions because, like the geographic
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commands, many of the most high-profile JTFs are viewed as warfighting organizations. “We should care about others’ perception of the quality of Air Force combat leadership and our ability to lead in complex mission environments,” said one retired USAF general with experience in the joint community and functional commands. JTF command positions are also important because the JTF commander can dictate strategy and the form and function of an operation and because JTF commander posts are viewed as grooming positions for future geographic combatant commanders, according to a retired USAF three-star general.

Geographic combatant commanders and JTF commanders are typically supported by an air component commander. But among interviewees, views are mixed about whether that position is as critical to strategymaking and warfighting as the previously discussed joint positions. The retired three-star USAF general argued that the air component is not the place to shape operations; air component commanders are limited to directing the air tasking order cycle, while it is the geographic combatant commanders and JTF commanders who are making the strategic decisions. But others in the USAF seemed to take the view that the air component commander is a highly significant position. Interviewees inside and outside the USAF said that the service currently has a tendency to groom its best airmen to be air component commanders rather than to lead JTFs or geographic combatant commands. This will be discussed more in the section below on how USAF culture shapes competitiveness on joint assignments.

What the Numbers Say

Having established the USAF’s priorities when it comes to senior joint positions, we can now turn to a discussion of the data. What do the numbers show about USAF representation in the senior joint positions that some would say matter most? This section reviews airmen’s representation in CJCS, critical joint staff positions, combatant commands, and JTF commands.

As Figure 3.1 indicates, since 1986, airmen have only held the office of the CJCS once, when USAF Gen Richard Myers manned the post from 2001 to 2005. His tenure accounted for 13 percent of this 30-year era, while Army generals occupied the position 51 percent of the time, Navy generals held the post 25 percent of the time, and U.S. Marine Corps generals held the position 11 percent of the time (Figure 3.1).
The USAF has fared better in some Joint Staff positions, which are viewed as key joint grooming billets and influential positions in their own right (see Figure 3.2). Since 2005, the earliest year for which RAND could obtain complete data, airmen occupied the position of assistant to the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (ACJCS) 45 percent of the time and the J8 position 46 percent of the time. However, in the positions viewed as “four-star makers” and highly influential—the DJS, the DJ3, and the DJ5—the USAF’s representation is far less robust. Airmen served as DJS 23 percent of the time, as DJ3 12 percent of the time, and as DJ5 only 8 percent of the time.
The USAF also has struggled to occupy the combatant commander positions viewed as most critical since 1986 (Figure 3.3). On one hand, in terms of combatant commander positions overall, including the functional commands, the USAF is relatively well represented among the four service branches, occupying the combatant commander position 24 percent of the time (this assumes that the USMC gets an equal share of the pie, despite being a smaller service). However, if we focus on joint positions viewed as most critical, the USAF fares relatively poorly. Overall, the USAF leads the geographic combatant commands about 10 percent of the time, less than its fair share. Among those geographic combatant commands, the USAF has never commanded two that airpower advocates cite as being particularly critical: USCENTCOM and USPACOM. The service has never commanded USAFRICOM either. It does reasonably well at USEUCOM, occupying the commander’s post 18 percent of the time, and slightly less well at USSOUTHCOM, which the service has commanded 12 percent of the time. Interestingly, the USAF has commanded USNORTHCOM 41 percent of the time, which, as mentioned above, is not surprising, given the command’s focus on aerospace.
In terms of JTF commanders, Figure 3.4 shows that the Air Force has not commanded the variety of high-profile warfighting JTFs established to confront terrorism and insurgency in the Middle East since the September 11, 2001, attacks. Figure 3.5 shows that the USAF has rarely commanded other types of JTFs that have been established since 2005. Our data set for Figure 3.5 includes JTFs that were constructed for a variety of purposes but does not include medical, Judge Advocate General, U.S. Coast Guard, or O-6-led JTFs. The Army and the Navy have staffed the lion’s share of the JTF positions. The Air Force’s longest opportunity to command JTFs is associated with the Global Network Operations (GNO) JTF that was subordinate to USSTRATCOM. USAF Brig Gen Michael Longoria served a six-month tour as the Joint Interagency Task Force (JIATF) Former Regime Elements (FRE). The USAF’s most recent JTF commander, Maj Gen Scott Howell, recently took command of the Special Operation Joint Task Force—Afghanistan (SOJTF-A). In total, the Air Force commanded the JTFs only about 5 percent of the time.

In closing, a review of CJCS, critical Joint Staff positions, combatant command posts, and JTF command positions reveals that airmen are indeed underrepresented compared with the other services. The perennial concern of airpower advocates that airmen are “rare birds” in the senior
joint positions that airpower advocates (and those outside the Air Force) viewed as most critical appears to be valid.

Figure 3.4. Service Origins of Commanders of High-Profile Warfighting JTFs Established Since 2005

NOTES: The JTFs identified in this chart include Combined Joint Task Force Operation Enduring Freedom (CJTF OEF, Afghanistan); Combined Joint Task Force Operation Inherent Resolve (CJTF OIR, anti-ISIS campaign); Multi-National Force—Iraq/U.S. Forces—Iraq (MNF-I, USF-I, Iraq); International Security Assistance Force (ISAF, Afghanistan); and Joint Task Force Odyssey Dawn (JTF-OD, Libya).
Figure 3.5. Service Origins of Commanders of Additional Selected JTFs Established Since 2005

NOTES: The JTFs in this chart include Special Operations Joint Task Force—Afghanistan (SOJTF-A, Afghanistan); Special Operations Joint Task Force—Bragg (SOJTF-B, Fort Bragg); Combined Joint Task Force Horn of Africa (CJTF, HOA, Africa); JIATF-FRE, Iraq; JTF-North, United States; JTF Guantanamo Bay, Cuba; and JTF-GNO, United States.
4. Critical Factors That Influence Joint Senior Leader Development and Selection

If airmen are falling short in terms of representation in the CJCS position, Joint Staff positions, and geographic combatant command positions, why is this the case? One possibility is that the USAF is not offering qualified candidates for senior joint positions. Another possibility is that the decisionmaking process for senior joint leadership selection is shaped by a variety of factors that make it less likely for USAF officers to be selected for senior joint assignments. After interviewing a variety of senior officials who have been involved in the joint senior leader selection process both inside and outside the USAF, we found that aspects of both the Air Force’s approach to senior leader development and the senior leader selection process itself have significantly affected the USAF’s representation in the upper echelons of joint command.

This chapter will address each of these aspects in turn. First, it will address the subjective and objective factors that influence the Air Force’s approach to joint senior leader development. Second, it will turn to a discussion of the joint senior leader selection process, including the subjective and objective factors that influence how that process works. By looking at both sides of the process—both development and selection—the goal is to give the USAF some insight into how it might adjust its development process, in light of what we know about joint senior leader selection, to increase competitiveness for joint senior leader positions.

Importantly, while the interviewees were aware that the scope of the study was limited to the Air Force’s officer corps, they tended to view that officer corps through their own cultural lenses. Both inside and outside the service, there seemed to be a tendency to view the USAF as a relatively cohesive whole in the context of joint senior leader development. There were few references to the need to focus on grooming any one type of Air Force officer for joint senior command. That said, many of the observations about Air Force officers seemed to imply a focus on the USAF’s rated community, most likely because they tend to serve in command positions. In 2016, for example, 25 of 37 Air Force generals promoted were pilots.45 While the reader should take into consideration this tendency to focus on pilots, this study makes no assumptions about whether rated officers are best positioned for senior joint positions. In fact, it takes the broader view that the Air Force should carefully consider who it grooms for joint command in light of the requirements for joint senior leader selection, as discussed in the recommendations at the conclusion of this report.

The Air Force Approach to Joint Senior Leader Development

There are both subjective and objective elements that shape the Air Force’s development process for joint senior leaders. In general, the process for promoting Air Force generals is relatively opaque, managed out of the General Officer Matters Office. After an officer reaches two stars, there are no more formal promotion boards or officer performance reports. Position descriptions explicitly defining qualifications for these positions are either dated or nonexistent.\(^{46}\) This creates a space for cultural norms within the service to pervade the general officer promotion process. This section will first describe subjective factors that influence senior joint leader development, and it will then turn to a discussion of the objective factors that drive the process.

**Subjective Factors That Influence Air Force Joint Senior Leader Development**

Subjective factors that may influence USAF competitiveness include (1) potential to favor candidates with overly specific service backgrounds, or “ducks picking ducks,” and (2) a tendency to withhold top candidates for USAF positions and/or put forth underqualified candidates for senior joint positions.

**Ducks Picking Ducks**

Within the military services, including the USAF, the lack of standardized criteria for the selection of three- and four-star generals leads to the phenomenon of “ducks picking ducks.”\(^{47}\) Senior uniformed leaders might identify officers for three- or four-star slots based on their shared experience in the same military occupation. In the USAF, for example, there has historically been a tendency for pilots to be promoted at rates much higher than officers in other specialties, although that trend has become less prominent in recent years.\(^{48}\)

One significant reason for this phenomenon is that leaders like to pick people who look like them and who share common experiences.\(^{49}\) In other words, leaders know that they had to develop certain skills to reach their position in the service, and they tend to assume that those skills are most likely to guarantee the success of subordinates. In the USAF, this has often manifested itself in the tendency for the specialty dominating the service to protect the promotion of its own to the most senior ranks of Air Force leadership, with little emphasis on (1) the promotion of other career fields or (2) the promotion of Air Force officers within the joint
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community. In the Air Force’s early days, it was the bomber pilot leadership who reflected this tendency. For example, Gen Curtis LeMay, in his position as USAF Vice Chief of Staff, sought to maintain the bomber generals’ grip on leadership by continuing spot promotions at Strategic Air Command (SAC) after World War II. Air Force civilian leaders actually returned brigadier general promotion lists to him on the grounds that he was promoting too many bomber pilots.\(^{50}\) General LeMay also believed in grooming bomber pilots in a parochial manner, keeping them at SAC for their whole career because he considered SAC the heart of airpower and, therefore, able to provide all the education an officer needed.\(^{51}\)

By the time the GNA was enacted in 1986, the bomber generals’ dominance had given way to the rise of the fighter generals, but the parochial tendency for leaders to groom subordinates from their own tribe on an Air Force–centric promotion path continued. Gen Merrill McPeak, the chief of staff of the U.S. Air Force (CSAF) from 1990 to 1994, openly favored fighter pilots for promotion over all others and focused their development in Air Force–centric jobs.\(^{52}\) “The service’s purpose is to generate combat capability that protects the country, and not necessarily to provide equal career opportunities for those who fly heavies [transport aircraft] or, heaven forbid, don’t wear wings at all,” he said in 1991.\(^{53}\) In a move that many perceived as an effort to build fighter pilots’ leadership credentials for senior Air Force command, General McPeak created composite wings of fighters, bombers, and transport aircraft. Normally, fighter pilots led these wings, so opportunities for other airmen to develop leadership skills at the wing level were limited.\(^{54}\)

The problem with the “ducks picking ducks” approach, which encourages the development of a select group of similar officers for Air Force command, is that it does not foster the development of officers with the breadth of experience necessary for joint jobs. Some argue that the USAF of today still suffers from the “ducks picking ducks” problem. The USAF, they say, may be grooming general officers with a parochial airpower mentality at the expense of the broad, interagency mindset required of senior joint officers. One retired Army general involved in senior joint leader selection said that he sees USAF culture promoting “a pilot-centric force in such a way that it is less conducive to leading large organizations.” He added, “In the Air Force, it’s you and your plane before it’s you and your people.” One active-duty general officer involved in joint senior leader selection echoed that sentiment, noting that, in his view, the USAF sees air component commander as the penultimate job, followed by USAF chief of staff. But this
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narrow focus on air-centric skills to get to the top is not conducive to four-star promotion in today’s world, let alone joint command, the active-duty general officer argued: “By definition, the USAF doesn’t groom four-stars. We still think the penultimate job is CFACC [Combined Forces Air Component Commander, with the ultimate goal of becoming USAF chief of staff], but if you go up that path, your odds of becoming a four-star are actually slim.”

The literature also suggests a USAF tendency to focus on grooming new generations of airmen with pilot-centric skills to the detriment of winning joint posts. “There’s something about the [USAF] culture that identifies the Air Force with specific positions rather than joint command,” former Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney said in a 2000 interview.\(^{55}\) GEN John Shalikashvili (U.S. Army, Ret.) echoed the sentiment in an interview with the same author: “[F]ew [top notch] Air Force officers have served on [joint or regional] staffs; the ‘hot shots’ all went to Air Force Headquarters.”\(^{56}\) Some USAF officers themselves have echoed this view, worrying that the service prizes technical skill over strategic thinking and air staff experience above joint experience.\(^{57}\)

**Withholding Top Candidates and Putting Forward Underqualified Candidates**

“Ducks picking ducks” seems to have fueled a perception among interviewees inside and outside the service that the USAF may be withholding its most promising officers for service positions. One retired Army general involved in senior joint leader selection said he believed that, even 30 years after the enactment of GNA, services tend to hold back their best officers to fill critical service positions first and joint ones second. One active-duty general involved in senior joint leader selection said that this was indeed still a problem in the USAF, which tends to send its best officers to the Air Staff rather than joint billets.

While interviewees worried that the “ducks picking ducks” phenomenon may be leading the USAF to withhold its best officers, they also noted that it could hurt the USAF’s reputation in the joint community in a second way. Several interviewees noted that “ducks picking ducks” creates a perception that USAF officers lack sufficient joint experience and are therefore less competitive for senior joint positions. In particular, USAF officers may receive career training for USAF leadership positions at the expense of the kind of experience required to excel in senior joint billets. A retired Navy admiral who was involved in senior joint leader selection confirmed that the USAF is failing to put forth competitive candidates for Joint Staff positions, although he said he could not say whether this was because the USAF was holding back its best candidates or simply because the USAF did not have good candidates to begin with. “The USAF bench seemed thin,” he said. “It was not an uncommon refrain from a service chief to say ‘I just
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don’t have anybody who can play.’ Well, what is going on in the Air Force that you can’t compete here?”

There was a minority view, shared by two other retired Navy admirals involved in joint leader selection, that USAF candidates were generally competitive. “The Air Force has been very good about filling billets on the joint staff,” said one of the admirals. “The quality was very good.”

**Objective Factors That Influence Air Force Joint Senior Leader Development**

In addition to the subjective influences on USAF competitiveness for senior joint positions, there are also some objective ones. These factors can be adjusted through policy changes, but these changes would need to be underwritten by a cultural shift away from the service-centric approach to senior leader development discussed above toward a greater focus on the joint community. There are at least four objective factors that shape the USAF’s competitiveness for senior joint positions. They include (1) the nature of joint experience, (2) the extent of joint experience, (3) the extent of strategic-level education, and (4) organizational capacity.

**Nature of Joint Experience**

The nature of joint experience, in terms of the types of exposure that airmen gain, is widely viewed as a key consideration in the selection of joint senior leaders. Officers need to make sure that they are getting exposed to the “right” kinds of joint experience. On one hand, Joint Staff jobs are important, not only to gain exposure to selection officials but also to ensure that the officer gains staff experience and understands Washington politics. On the other hand, deployed experience that significantly exposes airmen to other branches of service could also increase airmen’s competitiveness. Interviewees cited the examples of General Breedlove, who served as an air liaison officer, working closely with the Army, early in his career, and Lt Gen Steven Shepro, who gained significant experience working closely with ground forces as a commander in both Iraq and Afghanistan. Interviewees cautioned, however, that while high-quality joint experiences downrange are valuable for gaining exposure, “box-checking” tours that double-count as a deployment and a joint tour are not particularly useful. “The USAF’s stock is falling” in the joint world because too many airmen are trying to get a “two-fer” in this way, according to one active-duty general involved in senior joint leader selection.

**Extent of Joint Experience**

The extent of an officer’s joint experience also plays a major role in determining how far he or she will climb up the joint community ladder. As mentioned above, certain Joint Staff positions (DJS, DJ3, DJ5, and DJ8), as well JTF commander positions, are seen as important grooming assignments. But winning those positions requires significant joint experience, which needs to be developed through exposure to even more junior joint positions earlier in an airman’s
career. One retired USAF general who served in a senior joint position argued that airmen should start gaining “meaningful joint experience” at the O-6 level in J3 and J5 positions at the combatant commands or the Joint Staff. Another active-duty USAF general involved in senior joint leader selection suggested that joint experience should begin even earlier, noting that an airman who served on the joint staff as a major or a lieutenant colonel has an “astronomically” better chance of getting a key joint position when returning as a one-star.

USAF officers may not be spending enough time in junior joint assignments. In a 2009 study, a RAND researcher found that, in 2007, only four out of 16 brigadier general selectees had served on the Joint Staff, and only one had completed an assignment in OSD. More research would need to be done to confirm whether this is still the case.

**Extent of Strategic-Level Education**

Most interviewees felt that USAF officers were able to take a holistic view of strategy in joint positions, stepping outside of the airpower perspective. But one retired Army general involved in senior joint leader selection said that he often had to lecture his air component commanders about the need to focus on the task at hand—conducting close air support operations in support of ground forces—rather than casting operations in terms of strategic bombing doctrine, a central tenet of airpower theory.

In any event, some interviewees felt that all of the services could do a better job helping officers learn to think strategically. Another retired Army general involved in joint senior leader selection noted that officers spend their early careers in a tactical mindset and then are expected to immediately take a strategic view once they become generals. He felt that all the services could do more to help with this transition. Joint academic education is crucial to help officers broaden their views so they can “think and act like Washington professionals,” said one active-duty general involved in joint senior leader selection. Combatant commanders, in particular, need to take a strategic view so that they can effectively deal with interagency players in Washington, including the State Department and the intelligence communities, added another retired Army general involved in joint senior leader selection.

**Organizational Capacity**

Several interviewees noted that the USAF is not well structured to stand up JTFs, but they had mixed views about whether the USAF could or should make changes. The main obstacles, according to interviewees, seem to be the tendency for geographic combatant commanders, particularly Army generals, to pick commanders from their home service because of (1) service bias and (2) the Army’s JTF-friendly organizational design at the corps and division levels.
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The USAF is considering several options to optimize the 9th Air Force for JTF operations. One of those options is to create a JTF-ready organization similar to the Army’s. But one active-duty general warned that this construct has the potential to waste combat power, since the units within the 9th Air Force would be mostly training to deploy as a JTF, rather than focusing on the in-garrison mission. Other options would involve streamlining the 9th Air Force and other numbered air forces (NAFs) for JTFs to lesser degrees. But these approaches might not fully address the combatant commanders’ concerns about the organizational capabilities of the USAF’s JTF-capable units.

Ultimately, whether it makes sense to reorganize the USAF to better support JTFs may depend on the USAF’s goals. If the USAF wants to be ready to support a broader variety of JTF’s, including ground-centric ones, such reorganization may be a necessary precondition, given the tendency of geographic combatant commanders to turn to organizations that are tailor-made to support ground-centric JTFs. That said, if the USAF did reorganize to support a broader variety of JTFs, there would certainly be no guarantees that combatant commanders would be more likely to pick the USAF to stand up a JTF, especially in light of their past reluctance to do so.

If, in contrast, the USAF is most interested in leading air-centric JTFs, it may still decide that change is required to develop organizations with organic JTF capabilities to appeal to geographic combatant commanders. Then again, the service may ultimately conclude that it is not worth the time and effort to reorganize. It may be the case that the USAF views air operations centers as adequate to run air-centric JTFs, particularly since they have expanded their domain focus to become Multi-Domain Operations Centers (MDOCs).

The Joint Senior Leader Selection Process

Having discussed the factors that drive Air Force joint senior leader development, we will now turn to an examination of the various subjective and objective factors that may influence the joint senior leader selection process. This process typically involves the CJCS, VCJCS, and the services, which agree on candidates who are then recommended to the Secretary of Defense. The Secretary of Defense normally accepts the recommendations and forwards them to the President, who nominates the candidate to a given post, pending Senate approval. That said, the Secretary of Defense can, and does, send back recommendations to ask for new candidates if he does not like the pool. Notably, Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld played a far more activist role in selecting candidates for senior joint posts during his tenure from 2001 to 2006. But interviewees told us that, generally, the process has rested largely in the hands of the CJCS, VCJCS, and the service chiefs.
Subjective Factors That Influence the Joint Senior Leader Selection Process

The joint senior leader selection process has changed over time, but the one constant has been that it has been largely subjective. As mentioned above, position descriptions for joint senior leader positions are often outdated and vague. DoD does not conduct performance reviews for general officers beyond the rank of two stars. But even if there were a set of enduring, consistent, objective selection criteria for joint senior leaders, selectors would still bring their own perceptions and biases into the selection process. In fact, they would be negligent if they did not do so. The current business literature suggests that while objective measurements of competency are important for successfully choosing high performers, subjective views of candidates—attained through in-depth interviews and reference checks—also must be considered to gauge notoriously intangible qualities, such as leadership potential, in future positions. While this subjectivity has an upside in the sense that it takes into account intangible qualities at both the individual candidate level and the service level, it also allows for the selection officials’ own biases to potentially influence decisions about senior joint leader selection. Our research found that there are at least four subjective factors that weigh heavily on the senior joint leader selection process: (1) subjective leadership competency criteria, (2) service biases, (3) perceptions of military domain knowledge, and (4) interpersonal relations.

Subjective Leadership Competency Criteria

One major subjective factor that drives the joint senior leader selection process relates to competency criteria. Because position descriptions for joint positions are often vague and outdated, there has never been any objective baseline for senior civilian and JCS leadership to use to select leaders for senior joint positions. Many desired competencies seem to be drawn from broad and vague ideas about what makes a good military commander. Critical skills cited in the literature on military command include strategic thinking, political savvy, and interpersonal skills. A U.S. Army survey asking general officers to select general officer leadership qualities at the division level unearthed a bevy of qualitative attributes that might come under consideration, from “influences others without relying on rank or position” to “demonstrates

---

60 The bias is not necessarily part of a deliberate or conscious effort. See, for example, Stefanie K. Johnson, David R. Hekman, and Elsa T. Chan, “If There’s Only One Woman in Your Candidate Pool, There Is Statistically No Chance She’ll Get Hired,” Harvard Business Review, April 26, 2016.


Pentagon leaders involved in the selection of senior joint leaders have occasionally tried to formalize these criteria. Secretary Rumsfeld briefly attempted to codify selection criteria, and Gen Peter Pace provided a general description of the need for joint officers to be “strategically minded” and to possess “critical thinking skills” in his 2005 CJCS Vision for Joint Officer Development. But these efforts have not provided a clear-cut and consistent rubric for candidate selection and nomination. In the end, selection officials rely on their judgment, “looking for someone who fits the right mold,” said one retired U.S. Army general involved in senior joint leader selection. “A lot has to do with personality—how they fit in to the team—that has an impact.”

Service Biases

Biases both for and against various services at the OSD level may also play a role in joint senior leader selection. In 2008, for example, the now-defunct U.S. Joint Forces Command issued a report on joint operations best practices. “We find that the services . . . have unique skill sets in terms of being more suited for ‘filling’ the different staff principle positions,” the report said. “For example, the USA [U.S. Army] and the USMC [U.S. Marine Corps] cultures and assignments seem to produce effective CoS (chiefs of staff) and J3s, and USAF and USN [U.S. Navy] have unique J2 (intelligence), J5 and J6 attributes (command, control, communications and computers/cyber).” No empirical research was offered to support these statements.

Service biases might also come into play if a senior leader from one service is in charge of selecting a leader for another senior joint position. This scenario is most relevant to the selection of JTF commanders. In theory, the combatant commander will stand up a JTF from a service responsible for the preponderance of forces in a given region, but in practice, the decision is colored by a variety of factors, including organizational fit and service skill sets, but also, potentially, service bias. Geographic combatant commanders may, for example, tend to select JTF commanders from their home service, as has been the case with CJTF-OIR, USCENTCOM’s JTF charged with defeating the Islamic State. The commander of USCENTCOM has been a U.S. Army general since 2013 (GEN Lloyd Austin, followed by GEN Joseph Votel), and the last three commanders of CJTF-OIR, established in 2014, have also been
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64 Joint Chiefs of Staff, CJCS Vision for Joint Development, November 2005.
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67 Spirtas, Young, and Zimmerman, 2009, pp. 16–17.
Army generals (LTG Stephen J. Townsend is the current commander; he was preceded by LTG Sean MacFarland and LTG James Terry).68

In theory, a combatant commander could select a JTF commander from another service. But one retired Army general involved in joint senior leader selection said that an airman competing for a JTF commander position might face skepticism from both the combatant commander and Army personnel on his JTF staff. This would be partly because of a genuine concern that the USAF tilts toward training airmen rather than “joint” officers equipped to command joint operations (discussed more later), but also, he admitted, because of a service bias within the Army against having airmen command soldiers. “It would be a tough sell and there would be a lot of reticence to do that culturally,” he said. “But in the long term, that is where we have to get. You will get pushback in the Army, but the people you want in those positions are the best athletes.”

Perceptions of Military Domain Knowledge

Another subjective factor that affects decisionmaking for senior joint billets relates to perceptions of military domain knowledge. There are at least two ways in which perceptions of military domain knowledge influence commander selection for these organizations. First, selection officials consider candidates’ knowledge of a given geographic domain, such as Europe or Africa. Second, selection officials consider whether the candidate has an ability to work across warfighting domains. Interviewees said that, generally, knowledge of the geographic domain is more important than cross-domain knowledge.

Interviewees all agreed that it was critical to have geographic domain knowledge, which could be built up through a series of assignments in a given theater. “Most important is geopolitical domain knowledge,” said one retired Army general involved in joint senior leader selection. “The ability to get up to the strategic level, which is what we are focusing on . . . that is the most important thing.”

But, as mentioned earlier, several interviewees also cautioned that politics also plays a major role in determining who wins top positions at geographic commands. For example, the Navy has historically held the commander position at USPACOM by citing its long history of operations in the Pacific and its view that naval forces are most critical to warfighting in the region. When necessary, the Navy draws on outside support to bolster its case. Senator John McCain, himself a naval aviator and his father a former USPACOM commander, has been a strong advocate of the Navy’s continued dominance in the Pacific AOR.69 Deceased Hawaii Senator Daniel Inouye also was predisposed to favor a naval officer for the position.70 As a result, even if a service grooms a

general officer with significant geographic domain expertise, biases such as that in favor of the Navy in the Pacific may prove to be the overriding consideration.

Selection officials also viewed cross-domain knowledge as an important trait of candidates for senior joint billets. One retired Army general involved in joint senior leader selection said that he worried that USAF officers were not adequately trained in joint warfighting and generally lacked experience on the battlefield. He questioned whether there are many “warfighters” in the USAF, other than perhaps former USAF Chief of Staff Michael Moseley and the current chief, Gen David Goldfein, who was shot down over Serbia. He seemed to equate the term warfighter with the possession of empathy for ground forces and the establishment of trust that can only be gained by forming relationships with ground forces in battle. “It’s hard to find those kinds of guys in the Air Force,” he said. “I would feel better if I knew who the warfighters are.” A former Secretary of Defense involved in joint leader selection added that USAF officers’ perceived lack of connection with ground forces—due, in part, to the nature of the air medium—could make it difficult for airmen to think through the operational risks of using ground forces.

**Interpersonal Relations**

Several interviewees emphasized that building trust with other services and outside actors over the course of one’s career, mainly through joint assignments, is critical for promotion to the highest levels of joint command. These positions need to be highly visible to the most-senior civilian leaders. One active-duty general officer involved in joint senior leader selection noted that it is particularly important to get airmen into joint billets that “matter”—the DJ3 or the DJ5. “If you are an operator sitting in a DJ1 or DJ2 job, that is not helpful,” he said. One example of effectively creating opportunities to develop relationships with senior people is the career of now-retired USAF Gen Philip Breedlove, who, in his positions as Vice Director for Strategic Plans and Policy (J5) on the Joint Staff from 2006 to 2008 and as USAF Vice Chief of Staff from January 2011 to July 2012, was able to develop a rapport with senior civilian and military leadership. Recognizing that these relationships put him a good position to earn a joint billet, Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta nominated General Breedlove as commander of U.S. Air Forces Europe, knowing that this assignment would make him a strong contender to become Supreme Allied Commander Europe/USEUCOM commander. However, General Breedlove’s nomination occurred only after the first nominee, Gen. John Allen (USMC), declined to go through the nomination process and chose to retire (Jennifer H. Svan, “Gen. Breedlove nominated to head US European Command,” Stars and Stripes, March 28, 2013).

**Objective Factors That Influence Senior Joint Leader Selection**

While subjectivity inevitably dominates the selection process, over the years, selection officials have engaged in four different practices that have inserted objectivity into the selection of joint senior leaders and JTFs. These include (1) considerations of diversity, (2) considerations...
of “fair share” representation among the services, (3) senior defense civilian activism, and (4) an evaluation of a service’s organizational fit. While these are all important considerations in the selection process, the consensus of interviewees was that the first two, diversity and “fair share” representation among the services, are secondary concerns. Similarly, senior defense civilian activism, in which the Secretary of Defense steps in to provide an outsider perspective, is not typically a primary driver in the selection process. Notably, organizational capabilities—the extent to which a service is appropriately organized to fulfill a given mission—could be a decisive factor in standing up a JTF.

Diversity

Selection officials have taken into consideration certain objective, highly tangible factors, such as race or gender, as they develop a list of potential candidates for a position. This has been an important priority inside the Pentagon since the Vietnam War, when the small number of minority officers contributed to a perception of systemic racial discrimination, harming morale and heightening tension.72 Between 1967 and 1991, the Pentagon almost quadrupled the number of minority officers, and the proportion of female officers grew ninefold.73 From 1986 to 2006, minority officer representation above the rank of O-7 increased 9 percent.74 That said, the total number of minority officers above the rank of O-7 remains small, with African Americans and Hispanic Americans representing only 5 percent of general officers above the rank of O-7 in 2006.75 Interviewees involved in joint senior leader selection said that while diversity is not generally a deciding factor in selection, it does help to shape the candidate pool.

“Fair Share” Representation Among the Services

Selection officials have taken into account the concept of each service having a “fair share” of senior joint positions. Similar to diversity, equal representation among the services was not a primary consideration, but several interviewees who have been involved in the senior joint leader selection process said that service representation is a consideration. “We always tried to get a balance among the COMOs [combatant commands] and the joint staff,” said one retired Navy admiral involved in senior joint leader selection. “In my mind, I had a list of which services had which jobs, but it was just a filter.” Similar to diversity, “fair share” representation was not a primary consideration, but it could be a tiebreaker.

73 Susan D. Hosek, Peter Tiemeyer, M. Rebecca Kilburn, Debra A. Strong, Selika Ducksworth, and Reginald Ray, Minority and Gender Differences in Officer Career Progression, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, MR-1184-OSD, 2001, p. xiii.
74 Lim et al., 2009, p. 1.
75 Lim et al., 2009, p. 2.
Senior Defense Civilian Activism

Senior defense civilians have periodically intervened in the substantive decisions surrounding joint leader selection, injecting a fresh perspective into the process that potentially mitigates other selection biases. Historically, the Secretary of Defense has reserved the right to send back recommendations for senior joint positions if he did not like the candidates. During a unique period in the history of senior joint leader selection, Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld took an even more activist approach. He was concerned that the services were nominating candidates for senior joint positions based on cronyism—the “tendency . . . to pick those you know and to overlook better, lesser-known candidates”—rather than based on a thorough consideration, albeit an inevitably biased one, of the candidates’ qualifications. He sought to remedy that problem by playing an activist role as an outsider defense civilian willing to reach into the services to identify his own candidates for three- and four-star billets.

After Secretary Rumsfeld left office, interviewees involved in senior joint leader selection told us that the authority to nominate candidates for senior joint positions fell back to the CJCS and the services. But more recently, there are indications that the current Secretary of Defense, James Mattis, may be interested in adopting some aspects of Secretary Rumsfeld’s approach. If the Secretary of Defense reemerges as a highly active player in joint senior leader selection, then understanding how senior defense civilians think about joint senior leader selection and the Air Force’s competitiveness for these positions will become particularly important.

Organizational Considerations for the Establishment of JTFs

Selection officials have focused on organizational considerations in the specific case of JTFs. As mentioned earlier, some interviewees indicated that commanders tended to show bias toward their home service in the selection of JTF commanders, and JTF commanders, in turn, tended to prefer JTF staffs established from their home unit. But several interviewees also cited organizational design as a more objective reason that drives decisionmaking about the service responsible for a JTF.

The organization selected for the JTF must possess all the relevant deployable components, from communications to aviation and logistics. The U.S. Army’s division- and corps-level units have historically dominated JTFs. This may be, at least in part, because of the desire on the part of the combatant commander standing up the JTF to choose a service organization that seems to objectively meet the missions required of the JTF. As noted earlier, the last three commanders of CJTF-OIR have come from the Army. While this could be, in part, because of the geographic

77 Hoehn, Robbert, and Harrell, 2011, p. xiii.
78 Secretary Mattis recently requested a copy of the RAND study on Secretary Rumsfeld (Hoehn, Robbert, and Harrell, 2011).
commanders’ preference for a soldier to run the JTF, there may also be a sense that an Army
general can most quickly and efficiently tap the home organization to serve as the JTF
headquarters. In the case of the CJTF-OIR, the last three commanders all brought their home
organizations with them. Interviewees, including an active-duty general officer involved in
senior joint leader selection, said that the Army’s corps- and division-level units possess the
organic capability to readily stand up a JTF for cross-domain operations. The USAF’s
corresponding organizations—the numbered air forces—do not currently possess those same
organic capabilities.
5. Findings and Recommendations

The USAF should worry about its representation in the most critical joint senior leader positions, according to a review of the literature and interviews with retired senior Air Force, Army, Navy, and OSD leaders. According to interviewees, the most critical positions are CJCS, VCJCS, DJS, DJ3, DJ5, DJ8, Joint Staff jobs, high-profile JTF commands, and combatant commands, particularly USCENTCOM, USPACOM, and USEUCOM. Interestingly, views of the importance of USSOCOM were more mixed, despite that command’s highly prominent role in both warfighting and strategymaking on a global scale.

The USAF may be less competitive for senior joint positions for both subjective and objective reasons, according to the interviewees. Most notably, in terms of subjective considerations, interviewees perceived that the Air Force may have a cultural tendency to focus on grooming its rated force for top positions inside the USAF rather than systematically cultivating qualified officers for joint assignments. Objective considerations that may be reducing competitiveness include a potential shortfall in the quality of joint experience in terms of both Washington staff work and cross-domain exposure, a lack of joint experience early in airmen’s careers, a lack of emphasis on strategic-level education focused on interagency cooperation and geographic expertise, and an inadequate organizational structure to support the establishment of JTFs.

To adopt meaningful reforms that address these shortfalls, the USAF needs to consider whether it is willing to undertake a cultural transformation. Any potential reforms of the objective factors that are seen to be hurting the USAF’s competitiveness would have to be underwritten by a fundamental cultural shift. In today’s Air Force, there is a perception, among interviewees both inside and outside the service, that the most talented airmen are rated officers who are groomed for senior positions within the Air Force. This is an obstacle to senior joint leader development both because the “right” kinds of talent for joint leadership may be underdeveloped and because the Air Force’s best officers may be held back for Air Force assignments as opposed to joint ones. The USAF has to consider whether it is willing to take on reforms that will break through this cultural barrier, elevating the importance of senior joint command over senior Air Force command, if it is to meaningfully reform senior joint leader development.

If the USAF decides to embrace meaningful reform, it will need to (1) openly examine and acknowledge its values and priorities in regard to senior leader development and (2) use those values and priorities as a basis to make conscious decisions about where to invest time and resources in joint senior leader development while acknowledging the corresponding trade-offs. There are at least three major potential downsides to pursuing reforms related to joint senior leader development. First, to some extent, the senior joint jobs that are most important for the
nation change over time as the strategic environment evolves. Second, a wide variety of external factors beyond the USAF’s control impinge on the decisionmaking process that surrounds senior joint leadership selection. Third, to the extent that the USAF can influence its competitiveness for the most-critical senior joint billets, there is a broader question that the USAF needs to consider about whether the Air Force is willing to take on some risk in the development of its officers for senior Air Force positions in order to support enhanced joint senior leader development.

The following recommendations aim to help the USAF take a more purposeful approach to senior joint leader development. Interviewees worried that the lack of a well-understood, deliberate process for grooming joint senior leaders has allowed the USAF’s historical “ducks picking ducks” culture to influence senior leader development. The first three recommendations below aim to create a more deliberate process for developing senior joint leaders in which the USAF cultural norms still play a role but are tempered by other considerations driving senior leader development. The last four recommendations suggest specific reforms, based on input from our interviewees, to improve USAF competitiveness for senior joint positions.

Decide Which Senior Joint Positions Are Most Important

Interviewees inside and outside the USAF generally agreed on the senior joint positions that were most important, defined in terms of those that are most crucial to the nation’s strategymaking and warfighting capacity. But even within that subset, there was a hierarchy of positions based on perceived contributions to strategy and warfighting. There was a consensus that USCENTCOM, USEUCOM, and USPACOM were the most important geographic combatant commands, for example.

The USAF may want to have its own internal discussion among senior leadership about exactly which senior joint positions it considers most critical, and why. There would be two benefits to specifically identifying the Air Force’s priorities for senior joint leadership. First, the Air Force could tailor joint senior leader development toward those positions, focusing more, for example, on gaining geographic expertise through education and joint tours. Second, and most importantly, making an explicit decision about which positions are most critical would give the Air Force the opportunity to think about whether it is willing to accept the risks involved in seriously competing for those positions. A first-order question might be: Is the nation’s warfighting capacity at risk because airmen are not leading certain joint commands? If the answer to the question is “yes,” is the Air Force willing to prepare some of its most promising officers for those positions, even with no guarantees of winning the position? What if gaining representation in that critical position meant giving up warfighting capacity in one area to gain it in another? After doing this analysis, the Air Force might conclude that improving joint representation in one area might not be worth the risks.
In the case of geographic combatant commands, for example, the Air Force would have to accept the risk of training officers to command in a specific geographic area, such as USCENTCOM, only to find that the command has become a backwater by the time that officer reaches three stars. Also, the Air Force would have to accept the risk of building a rated officer to be a geographic combatant commander, with all the time that might involve, only to find out that the vagaries of the senior joint leader selection process outlined in this report prevent that officer’s selection. Finally, the Air Force would have to accept the risk that selection for a geographic command like USCENTCOM might detract from Air Force representation somewhere else, based on the selection officials’ concerns about “fair share” representation. So, for example, selection for a USCENTCOM command position might mean losing the Air Force’s historic lock on USTRANSCOM.

Select the Officer Candidate Pool

After deciding which senior joint positions are most critical to the Air Force, the service might then want to think about which officers are best suited to be groomed for those positions. The service may want to focus on a specific officer pool for three reasons.

First, reform of senior joint leader development may require a greater commitment to joint education and training. The time and money required to effectively enhance development of all Air Force officers for joint positions might exceed the time and resources available. As a result, the reform effort could end up being spread thinly and ineffectively across the officer corps.

Second, tailoring the officer pool for senior joint development also gives the Air Force an opportunity to think about which types of officers might be most competitive for the senior joint positions that the service sees as most critical. Is one particular Air Force specialty code better-suited for a track to become geographic combatant commander than the others? Or are there Air Force officers with certain types of experiences, such as leading large units, that might be best positioned for joint senior leader development?

Third, focusing on a specific pool of officers may help the Air Force think about the trade-offs associated with enhanced senior joint development. Most importantly, officers targeted for senior joint leader development might miss certain service-centric experiences that would have all but guaranteed their chances to rise through the ranks in Air Force command. The career path for senior joint leadership might still provide these officers excellent opportunities in the USAF, but that path might look somewhat different than if they were being strictly groomed for a top USAF post. Furthermore, there are no guarantees that these officers would be selected for sought-after joint posts. The USAF would need to consider whether it could afford to potentially sacrifice some of its top talent in the name of winning more senior joint representation.
Build a Succession Plan and Institutionalize General Officer Development Practices

Once the Air Force has decided which senior joint positions matter most and whom to groom for them, it may want to develop a succession plan for senior joint development. This would help to mitigate some of the problems that interviewees identified with Air Force leadership development, including the problems of putting forward underqualified candidates and withholding candidates for senior positions within the Air Force. The succession plan would ensure that candidates for senior joint positions pursue well-understood career pathways that aim to balance Air Force and joint experience. The succession plan might also involve looking across all the military services to see who the up-and-coming joint senior leaders are. More-junior Air Force officers who have served with those individuals could be placed in strong positions to compete for critical joint senior leader development positions under those rising stars.

To ensure that this succession plan is enacted, the Air Force might also want to consider adopting a standard set of well-understood senior leader development practices. Commanders would be briefed on the succession plan and would understand how and why certain officers were being groomed for certain positions. This would require a top-down management style that would take away some of the authority of Air Force commanders to pick their own people, but it would ensure that candidates selected for senior joint leader positions received the experience they needed to succeed.

Increase the Quality of Joint Experience

In terms of increasing the quality of joint experience, the USAF should consider three steps.

1. It should ensure that it is sending its officers to high-visibility positions to allow for networking opportunities and to expose airmen to Washington staff work.

2. It needs to ensure that airmen serve in sufficient joint warfighting tours that increase cross-domain understanding, thereby increasing airmen’s credibility to lead joint organizations.

3. The USAF should consider concentrating airmen’s careers in a given geographic area of responsibility, providing an opportunity to gain subject-matter expertise in a given geographic domain.

Increase the Extent of Joint Experience

In terms of the extent of joint experience, the Air Force should consider starting joint assignments earlier for officers who are targeted for senior joint positions. Interviewees recommended that these officers gain joint experience as early as the rank of major or lieutenant
colone because airmen who had a junior joint tour were far more likely to be chosen for the more senior joint assignments.

The downside of ensuring that airmen receive quality joint experience is that it takes time. Airmen today may be opting for “box-checking” joint tours that double-count as a deployment and a joint assignment but do not provide sufficient exposure for promotion within the joint community. The USAF has to decide whether it is willing to purposefully eliminate box-checking and devote more time within at least a certain number of airmen’s careers to gain joint experience. There are two ways this could be accomplished, but they require making trade-offs.

First, the Air Force could provide an opportunity for at least some officers to focus on joint assignments at the expense of time spent in service-centric assignments. For example, an airman on the joint track might skip a USAF-centric command assignment (such as group command) and instead use that time to gain joint experience.

Second, the USAF might consider extending the joint and strategic experience window by creating more flexibility around the “24-year pole,” the time frame around which officers are generally promoted to brigadier general.

Reconsider the Nature and Extent of Joint and Strategic Education

The USAF should consider educational reforms to enhance airmen’s ability to think strategically. In particular, interviewees suggested that more attention should be paid to understanding the interagency process. They also suggested that officers might benefit from studying the specific geographic regions where they hope to do future joint assignments.

The main cost of this approach may be that airmen have to sacrifice some time that would have been spent learning about airpower theory, doctrine, or other types of USAF-specific knowledge. It also will require a more demanding educational experience, at least for those selected officers chosen to compete on the joint track. Finally, as is the case with joint experience reforms, there would be no guarantees that this educational strategy would win the USAF more critical senior joint assignments, and, in the case of geographic specialization, there are no guarantees that a given area specialty would still be relevant by the time that airman was ready for a senior joint position in his or her geographic domain of expertise.

Consider Organizational Reforms for JTFs

Any organizational reform to accommodate the stand-up of JTF capabilities should be viewed in the context of what the Air Force hopes to achieve. If the USAF is only interested in running air-centric JTF operations, it may be the case that the existing MDOC organization is optimal. If, however, the USAF desires to expand its capacity to manage cross-domain JTFs, it may make sense to reconsider JTF organization. Given the biases involved in the JTF stand-up process, the USAF would need to pursue the option to build a full JTF capability, along the lines
of the U.S. Army’s organic capabilities at the division and corps units, to have the best chance of being chosen to run cross-domain JTFs.

One downside of building this organic JTF capability, however, is that the new structure may not be enough to overcome geographic combatant commander biases, which might continue to prevent the USAF from managing a major cross-domain JTF. In addition, the USAF would need to consider whether it could afford to dedicate significant USAF base resources in garrison to a forward-deployed JTF. Although some current small and unique units are organized this way, this would be a significant departure from the USAF’s current model, under which USAF resources focus on the in-garrison mission and airmen deploy as smaller units and augmentees to support a JTF.

Lead Joint Senior Leader Development Reform from the Top Down

Undertaking reform to foster senior joint leader development will require a cultural shift, at least to some degree, away from an Air Force–centric approach to a more joint outlook. Because senior leaders play a key role in promoting cultural change, the Air Force’s decision to embed this reform effort at the CSAF level seems important. Without senior Air Force leaders’ support, there is a risk that any pool of officer candidates singled out for senior joint leader development might be viewed as outsiders whose career development does not need to be taken as seriously as that of Air Force–centric officers. Even with senior Air Force leadership support, these joint-tracked officers may experience some pushback from within the Air Force, particularly among Air Force commanders who are asked to respect a joint senior leader succession plan that takes away some of their authority to choose subordinates. Given these considerations, careful stewardship of the joint senior leader development effort is needed at the very top of the Air Force to ensure that the effort is taken seriously and leads to a meaningful cultural shift in support of the joint community.
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To assist the Air Force in its goal of increasing representation in the most-senior joint positions, this report examines which senior joint positions matter most and why, quantifies Air Force representation in those positions, and recommends how the Air Force might control factors shaping joint leader selection.

The joint senior leader positions widely viewed as critical are tied to strategymaking and warfighting, including chairman and vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff; combatant commands; joint task force commands; director of the Joint Staff; and the Joint Staff directors of the J3, J5, and J8 directorates. Airmen are underrepresented in many of these positions.

The Air Force may tend to groom its rated force for top positions inside the service rather than for joint assignments. Other factors that may reduce competitiveness include the quality of joint experience in terms of Washington staff work, a lack of early-career joint experience, and a lack of focus on strategic-level education. Before addressing these shortfalls, the Air Force should consider whether it is willing to undertake a fundamental cultural transformation; reforms will effectively elevate the importance of senior joint command over senior Air Force command.